About DEEPSHIKHA GROUP

“Deepshikha Kala Sansthan”, is a pioneer in technical education since 1976 for 46 years. Till date, more than 1, 00,000 students have been passed and successfully placed in the corporate world from the various college promoted by Deepshikha Kala Sansthan in Jaipur.

About RCERT Jaipur

Education is the foundation upon which a progressive nation stands and its citizens, made responsible by that education, are the building blocks of that foundation. Regional College brings with itself a unique blend of experience and technology which is dynamic and changing Regional College stand aside from all other typical engineering colleges. The adoption of latest technology, intellectual exchange programs and industrial visits are only a few things to name that many other educational institutions envy.

Through our Regional College, initiative we have helped reduce gap between expectations of the employer and what a fresh, young and energetic pass out can deliver. College encourages all-round personality development through extra-curricular activities and competitive events. Students have also benefited with the strong industry linkages and secured training & career opportunities with leading organizations. Regional College has formulated learning center that is conducive to practical knowledge and the real industrial insights, making the institution one of the Top colleges in India. Known around the academic circuits worldwide Regional College brings with itself a unique blend of experience and technology which is dynamic and changing. Our learning center is a place where the student fraternity gets opportunity to seek the real knowledge rarely any book can supply. Our campus connect initiatives help us give better exposure to young, energetic and fresh minds of the students to built up their careers and formulate their own professional path ahead. We do not work with people we work with minds. This makes Regional College stand aside from all other typical engineering colleges. The adoption of latest technology, intellectual exchange programs and industrial visits are only a few things to name that many other educational institutions envy.

About University Of Technology

Deepshikha Kala Sansthan has also achieved one more milestone in the education field in 2017 i.e. University of Technology. The university is established by Govt. of Rajasthan through State Legislature under the Act No 28 of 2017. It is located at Jaipur and recognized by University Grant Commission under section 2(f) of the UGC Act 1956. The University of Technology is known for offering quality education to students coming from varied backgrounds, across different learning segments and knowledge disciplines.

About Jaipur

Jaipur, popularly known as the “Pink City”, and “Paris of India”, is the capital of Rajasthan state, India. Jaipur is worldwide famous for unique Architecture, Vastu, Astrology, Forts, Monuments, Palaces, Art and Craft, Culture and last but not least for unique Food. Jaipur is renowned on international tourism map as one vertex of Golden Triangle of Indian tourism. Many scripts and poems have been written on the beauty of Jaipur city by domestic tourists as well as foreign tourists. Countless documentary movies have been made on Jaipur in last 250 years.